Lettuce moss ball
A unique product that is aimed at all consumers, not
just keen gardeners, as the Dipz & Grow ball only needs
to be soaked in water with no additional input from the
consumer. It is also very topical, as the ball is totally
organic and therefore the consumer will be able to
harvest chemical free, very flavorsome lettuce.
The Lettuce ball can be raised in any home on a
windowsill or small patio or veranda.

Main benefits of the lettuce moss ball are:
a
Perfect for growing a continuous supply of fresh,
organic, crisp and crunchy baby leaves.
a
It can be grown on any balcony, patio or sunny
windowsill.
a
Easy gardening for everyone, just dip and grow.

Lettuce moss ball

The lettuce moss ball is the easiest ever way to grow your
own fresh, nutritious, organic crisp and crunchy baby leaves.
This unique mixture will be ready for harvesting from as little
as 39 days and has been selected to touch every taste
and texture sensation; bitter, sweet, tangy & crunchy.
The lettuce moss ball is packed full of nutrients, making the
tasty salad ever perfect, complimented with a little olive oil
and lemon juice. Worlds apart from the soggy supermarket
salads, which you will probably never buy again.
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Lettuce moss ball at the start
2 Lettuce moss ball end result
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The Vertical Garden
The Vertical Garden

It’s very easy – with no garden experience necessary. The
consumer needs to immerse the Vertical Garden in a large
bucket full of water. After this, one can insert one small,
well-rooted plant per pre-cut hole and two plants in the
top. Water thoroughly until drips appear from the bottom
drainage holes and lay the planter in a well-lit, frost-free
position for approximately 4 weeks, then hang in a sunny
final position when all risks of frost have passed.
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Main benefits of the Vertical Garden ball are:
a
Flower bag includes sustainable coco compost and
slow release fertiliser.
a
A colourful addition to patios, balconies, fences and
walls.
a
Suitable for a wide range of colourful plants.
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Vertical Garden planter at the start
2 Vertical Garden planter end result
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